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ABSTRACT 

The Visit Malaysia Year (VMY 2007) campmgn will coincide with the golden 

anniversary of Malaysia's independence of 50th independence and will showcase 

Malaysia as a unique destination place with many things to offers to travelers from other 

countries. With VMY 2007, tourism becomes important to our country and e-tourism 

will play a great role in the industry. An interactive system within e- tourism would be 

one way of attracting users and possible tourist to Malaysia. Animated avatar or virtual 

character made out from Flash system will greatly improve the attractiveness and 

products of a tourism website thus enrich user's experiences which is the main thing in 

attracting the users to continue browsing and using the webpage. The objective of this 

system is to improve the interactivity between users and the websites through the system 

which is represented with animated character build from Flash system. This system will 

help users find what they search and give a quotation of their finding and choosing. 

With prototyping methodology used in its development, it is hoped that the system can 

provide more to the tourism industry by giving good results and interactivity that users 

really need. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

With the significances of our 50'h year of Independence, Malaysia is promoting its 

tourism campaign which is Visit Malaysia 2007. Tourism becomes important to 

Malaysia as it can generate foreign exchanges, business opportunities and local 

employments. With such events, e-tourism will play a great role in the industry to attract 

tourist and companies to Malaysia. The nation surely got many interesting place, 

traditions, and heritage but tourist may know little of it. They also don't how to get 

around in the country and there were not many websites or portals that were interactive 

enough and really helpful in providing information to these possible tourists of 

Malaysia. 

As a result, many websites promotes tourism in Malaysia but lack the main thing on 

how to attract this people. An interactive animated system will be something new within 

this field and it would surely emich the user's experiences and improve the productivity 

of the websites. This project is intended to create new user's experience of navigating 

and browsing the websites through an animated character which can be an intelligent 

system that can attract users to keep navigating the webpage. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Visit Malaysia 2007 

This event and campaign requires great promotions and good designed websites to 

attract users or the tourist to Malaysia. And what they lacks now is a new and good 

websites that have elements such as good web design or system, advertisement, 

promotions and other alternative ways to gain the attention of these users the possible 

tourist going to spend their vacation in Malaysia. 

Lack of Interactive System 

For the moment, there were few Malaysian tourism websites that can really gain the 

attention or attract users to its webpage. Current websites lack systems or programs that 

can give interactions to users. Some websites have simple flash advertisement or 

banners to promote events and festivals but no such system that act independently from 

the websites exists. 

Simple Flash 

With many web sites of Malaysian tourism, they were only few uses flashes program and 

simple flash to advertise and promote the websites. They were no flash program that can 

give interaction to users while they were navigating the webpage. What they lack is a 

flash system with good functions that can get input from users and have Action Scripts 

that act as a tool for this task. 
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 

Set up a flash avatar system in a Malaysian tourism website. 

Build a flash system what can connect with tourism websites. The system will play a 

great role in attracting users and giving new users experiences that other websites can't 

give, such as interactivity and great user's experiences. 

Advice, plan vacation and out with a quotation of users choosing. 

The flash system will gradually help users plan their holiday in Malaysia by providing 

search option from the websites and come out with a list of their choosing in a quotation. 

Imagine a flash system's that can help users to carefully plan their holiday and give 

them information on what they want. 

Flash program that was different than others. 

This system can provide users the information as they are searching for contents and 

interesting places in the websites. It also has different animation when doing task as 

searching or giving the users quotations. This system can receive users input, search it 

from the websites and provide links to possible result of the search. It also will play 

different animation occasionally when idle or giving quotations and popping out a new 

menu of promotions from the websites based on its algorithm. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Understanding Flash applications 

Since its introduction in 1996, Flash technology has become a popular method for 

adding animation and interactivity to web pages; several software products, systems, and 

devices are able to create or display Flash. Flash is commonly used to create animation, 

advertisements, various web-page components, to integrate video into web pages, and 

more recently, to develop rich Internet applications. Macromedia Flash is a suitable 

program that can be used in developing the system within a website. A Flash application 

is a Web application that uses Flash to collect user information, send that information to 

a server to process, and display the results. [1 J 

Having defined the architecture of the purchaser and seller agents, as well as their 

cooperation and communication protocols, this section focuses on the multiple criteria 

decision making process per se. This process takes place in the decision making module 

of the purchaser agent. The tool implemented for the automation of this process is an 

extension of the work presented in [2]. 

From the literature review, the agent can make a decision making based on what it 

learns from the user's preferences and previous actions. This concept can be 

implemented in the flash agent where the agent learns and make decisions to give users 

a menu of questions and alternatives such as other animations based on the users input 

and preferences in previous options selected. 
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2.2 Action Scripts 

Actionscript is a script language used in Macromedia Flash@ programming [1], [2]. 

Actionscript can be used in order to control objects from Flash movies, to create 

navigation tools with interactive elements, and to extend the abilities offered by Flash in 

creating high quality interactive movies and web applications. ActionScript provides 

new features for the design of interactive Internet sites, integrating multimedia and real 

time facilities (games, completion forms, reviews, chat, etc.) [3] 

2.2.1 Connecting Flash to the Internet 

XML can be used to convey information from Flash to the internet. Its simple syntax 

resembles HTML in that it employs tags, attributes and values. Without XML, one could 

send chunks of data to a server, but the server probably wouldn't know what to do with 

the chunks. [4] 

myString = "<MyFriends><Name Gender=\"female"\>Kelly</Name></MyFriends>"; 

myXML =new XML (mystring); 

The above ActionScript creates the XML document as a string and then converts it ato 

an actual XML object called myXML. This object can then be sent to the server using 

the send-related methods. 
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2.3 Intelligent Agents 

In computer science, an intelligent agent (IA) is a software agent that assists users and 

will act on their behalf, in performing non-repetitive computer-related tasks. An agent in 

the sense of the word is like an insurance agent or travel agent. While the working of 

software agents used for operator assistance or data mining (sometimes referred to as 

bots) is often based on fixed pre-programmed rules, "intelligent" in this context is often 

taken to imply the ability to adapt and learn. [5] 
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2.3 .1 Software Agents 

In the end, the system may and will be using a software agent or intelligent agents in it. 

This agent will act as another system in the main plarmer system where this is the main 

goals and functionality of the system. A single agent will be implemented first and later 

multi agents when the system itself is bigger and getting complicated. This agent will act 

as a plarmer in the system and it will adapt and learn from the user's feedback. 

In computer science, a software agent is a piece of software that acts for a user or other 

program in a relationship of agency ill. Such "action on behalf of" implies the authority 

to decide when (and if) action is appropriate. The idea is that agents are not strictly 

invoked for a task, but activate themselves. 

Capabilities of intelligent agents include: 

• ability to adapt 

Adaptation implies sensing the enviromnent and reconfiguring in response. This 

can be achieved through the choice of alternative problem-solving-rules or 

algorithms, or through the discovery of problem solving strategies. Adaptation 

may also include other aspects of an agent's internal construction, such as 

recruiting processor or storage resources. 

• ability to learn 

Learning may proceed through trial-and-error, and then it implies a capability of 

introspection and analysis of behavior and success. Alternatively, learning may 

proceed by example and generalization, and then it implies a capacity to abstract 

and generalize. 
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Agent: An agent records data from user behaviors on clicking and reading on the web 

sites. Then it analyzes users' interests, and gives rewards and/or penalties. A software 

agent acts on behalf of a user or other program. 

The user interface agent provides a Web interface for the user to interact with the agent 

and to help him or her perform data analysis and data mining activities. The user can 

provide a general description of the problem at hand in terms of high-level goals and 

objectives, or provide specific details about the data analysis or mining task to be 

performed. The user interface agent is responsible for receiving user specifications and 

delivering results. It also keeps track of user preferences. [2J 

The data mining agent may contain specific algorithms implemented in-house, or it can 

be the conduit to special purpose data mining products that may have been installed 

within the environment. The interface module provides the interagent interface as well 

as mechanisms to tie into other applications that perform data mining operations. In this 

situation, the data mining agent provides an intelligent front end to the commercial data 

mining products. [2] 

As an alternative to the procedural program, a control system can be implemented using 

agents. In an agent-based control system, each control loop or control rung is 

implemented as a separate agent. Because the system now contains many small 

programs, the code for each control can be assigned to the node that is closest to the 

trigger event or feedback device. If the control sequence is distributed across several 

nodes, it may make sense to allow the agent to move around the network, thus the 

solution becomes a mobile agent based control system. 
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2.3.2 WebMate 
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Figure 2.3.2.1 WebMate system architecture 

WebMate utilizes TF-IDF method [7] with multiple vectors representation. The basic 

idea of the algorithm is to represent each document as a vector in a vector space so that 

documents with similar content have similar vector. Each dimension of the vector space 

represents a word and its weight. The values of the vector elements for a document are 

calculated as a combination of the statistics term frequency TF(ur, d) (the number of 

times word zu occurs in document d> and document frequency DF(zu) (the number of 

documents the word UJ occurs in at least once). From the document frequency the 

inverse document frequency ZDF(w) can be calculated. [6] 
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IDI 
IDF(w) =log DF(w) 

IDI is the total number of documents. The value d(i) of 
an element in the vector is then calculated as the product 

d(i) = TP(w;, d) x IDF(w;) 

Figure 2.3.2.2 

We assume that a user has at most N domains of interest. Assume the initial profile set is 

V, IVl = 0; the predefined number ofTF-IDF vectors in the profile set is N, the preset 

number of elements of a vector is M. For each positive example (i.e. an HTML, 

documents that the user has marked "I like It"), do: 

. ( )- Vt·~ k { } S;m Vf, ~ - [f(f[ X IV,. I j, · E 1, 2, ... , n, i 

5, Combine the two vectors W and Vm with the greatest 
similarity .. 

Vi= l1 + Vm (l, m) = argma.x(.Sim(v;, Vy)) 
(",lf) 

6, Sort the weights in the new vector V,. in decreasing 
order and keep the highest M elements. 

Figure 2.3.2.3 
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We use the Trigger Pairs Model [13, 14]. If a word S 
is significantly correlated with another word T. then (S. 1) 
is considered a "trigger pair", with S being the trigger and 
T the triggered WOTd. When S occurs in the document. it 
triggers T. causing its probability estimate to change. That 
is, when we see the word S appearing at some point in a 
tex'4 we expect the word T to appear somewhere after S with 
some confidence8• The mutual information (M 1) that con
siders the words order is a measure of the correlation and 
used to extract trigger pairs from large cotpus. The mutual 
information is given by the following formula: 

( ) "~>( .J 1 P(s, t) 
MZ s1 t ::: r 8 1 t og 'P(s)'P(t) 

Figure 2.3.2.4 

Single keywords are usually ambiguous, or too general. Moreover, they can occur in 

vast quantities of documents, thus making the search return hundreds of hits, most of 

which arc irrelevant to the intended user query. Giving additional keywords can refine 

search providing considerable improvement in the retrieval results. Good refinement 

words must have meanings that help disambiguate or make more specific the original 

search word. [ 6] 
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2.3.3 Intelligent Agent 
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I'igure 1: Architectm·e of a lllU'Chaser agent. 

The communication module of a purchaser agent is responsible for the agent's 

interaction with its enviromnent, that is the seller agents and the hmnan user it assists. It 

sends and receives messages, while internally interacts with the coordination module. Its 

functionality is as follows: an internal receiver transforms each internally queued 

message (produced by the coordination module) to an inter-agent message and, in the 

sequel, stores it to the outgoing messages queue. In the case of selective communication, 

it also adds the receiving agents' addresses. An external receiver handles the opposite 

case, by transforming each external message received to an internal one and adding it to 

the incoming messages queue. Finally, a message transmitter monitors the incoming and 

outgoing queues, sending the queued messages to its coordination module, to another 

agent or to its human user, accordingly. [7] 
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The architecture of a seller agent is similar to that of a purchaser (Figure 2). The 

communication module has exactly the same functionality with the homonymous 

module of the purchaser agent. The coordination module is responsible for the 

cooperation between (i) the seller and the purchaser agents, and (ii) the seller and its 

merchant. A selling coordinator manages the exchange of the related messages (see next 

section). The selling database keeps records of the products specification, and potential 

or regular customers (based on the history of previous transactions) to be informed about 

the release of a new or promoted product. Merchants may update the related databases 

oftheir software agents at any time. [7] 
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Having defined the architecture of the purchaser and seller agents, as well as their 

cooperation and communication protocols, this section focuses on the multiple criteria 

decision making process per se. This process takes place in the decision making module 

of the purchaser agent. The tool implemented for the automation of this process is an 

extension ofthe work presented in. 

Concerning the building of an offer by a seller agent, its inference mechanism gets as 

input an offerReqMsg message, consults the selling database and the library of strategies 

to retrieve the appropriate data and algorithms, respectively, and produces an 

offerPropMsg message as output. The offer building strategy used in our scenario is 

sketched in Figure 2.3.3.5. 

begin 
I. get offerReql•lsg 
2. search the selling db for obj ec tType = purchaseObj 
3. t(not c~ists then exit, 

else for each obj ec tType. objToBe Sold found do 
!fall offerReq~lsg. constraints :mlsatisfH.xl 
3.1. C·rcatc all'l."W offe:rPropl-isg 
3.2. offerPropl"'sg., sender(~ agentiD~ 

o££crProp?t.:sg. t·cc·civcr (~ ofterReqN!sg. sender~ 

offerPropl-1sg. msgiD <-off er-Proplt.sg. msgiD + 1 ~ 
off erl'ropl~s~J .purchase IC• <· oft eL·ReqMsg. purchaseiD: 

off erl'ropMsg. pun:haseObJ <'·· obj cctType. obJToBcSol d 

3.3. search ill objectT~/p~. objToBeSoldforcritcriaand 
ass.o.c.iatcd !Caturcs appcur In c·l £'erReq?"'sg . description: 

.for each match (criterion & associated feature) found do 
add in o£.ferProp1'.0:Sg. descL-iptlon a llC'\'\'. lle1n •: cr, £; 

tv, imp) where, cr and f c.om::spond to the match found, 
\\hil.c fv ~md imp the valli"'S of featureValu~ ruul impact, 

n.>spec-tivdy, of c-bjToB eSold 

end {0-r 

Figure 2.3.3.5 List of algorithm in offerReqMsg 
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Figure 2.3.3.6 Personalization Travel Support System Structure 

To perceive individual user's interests, one has to study user's behaviors by means of 

the information from the Interface Web Site that records two categories of data. [8] 

1. Web user profile includes user name, age, and sex. 

2. Traveling Information includes identification number, duration, categories, trip lowest 

price, trip highest price and destination country. 
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Personalization Learner by Group Properties: System learns from all users in one group 

to find the group interests of travel information by using given data on user ages and 

genders. 

Personalization Learner by User Behavior: Recorded data is analyzed with user 

behaviors and the travel information in order to find the unique interest of each web 

user. Reinforcement learning algorithm, called Q Learning is applied at this stage. 

Q Learning is used to maximize a reward to the item on the list which is clicked and 

award a penalty to the item that is not clicked, as shown below. 

Q (s .. , a .. )+- a [r + r nw~ Q (s .. ,, a ..• t)] (!) 

\Vllereas max Q is defined as: 

1 ifuse.r clicks the provided trip information 

-lin if user doesn't click the trip information on lhe web 
site, where n is total number of !rips per page 

lip trips information on the database which are not 
reoeommeuded by the system, where p is the lola I 
num her of !rips 'in the system 

g1ven a is the !e.arning rate valued at 0.2, and it is the 
discount rate valued at 0, 8 

Figure 2.3.3.7 Learning Algorithm 
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The ranking score is evaluated from the equation: 

Qr· = WtQt+WxpQxp+WmpQntp·i-\VcQc+WdQd 

The first approach is learning by user behavior. The Qt, Qxp, Qmp, Qc and Qd are 

calculated by using input data from user transactions on surfing PTS web sites and Q 

learning equation. Wt, Wxp, Wmp, We, and Wd are weights of each feature obtained 

from learning. After that the total score (Qr) is the summation of Qt, Qxp, Qmp, Qc and 

Qd multiply their corresponded weights. Next Qr score from each trip is ranked in 

descending order. The five maximum Qr scores are selected and recommended for trips 

to the users on PTS web sites. 

For the second approach is learning by group property or clustering users by ages and 

sex. The ranking of trip provided to users is depended on user profile and user behaviors 

or web surfing transactions. In this approach users are clustered into group by using age 

and gender. Then, the value of interesting trip in each group is calculated by using 

user behavior or transaction on PTS web site. The process of trip ranking in this 

approach is the same as the above paragraph. The recommended trips are shown in 

Figure 3. Area number 1 which is in the middle of web page is the main box. Area 

number 2 which is in the right hand sight is the recommended box. [8] 
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2.4 E-tourism 

Tourism can generates income and foreign exchange for our country Malaysia. With this 

year Malaysia's 50th Independence Day, Malaysia will be promoting its country 

throughout the year with Visit Malaysia 2007. It promotes the country and attract tourist 

to visit Malaysia. One way of doing this is promoting Malaysia through the internet. 

To perceive individual user's interests, one has to study user's behaviors by means of 

the information from the Interface Web Site that records two categories of data. 

1. Web user profile includes user name, age, and sex. 

2. Traveling Information includes identification number, duration, categories, trip lowest 

price, trip highest price and destination country. [8] 

WWF Malaysia estimates that Malaysia gains RM655 million per year from ecotourism. 

This figure is rather small compared to the estimated RM24 billion tourism brings into 

the economy (in 2001). As indicated in Table 1, the number of international arrivals to 

Malaysia showed a significant growth before reaching its first climax in 1990. 

Malaysia, in 1990 also recorded 54% increase in tourist arrivals from the previous year 

due to intense Visit Malaysia Year promotional blitz throughout the world. [9] 

!Year ... [ourisfArrfvals Wo Growth 

1997 6210821 12.9948 
1998 5200000 16.2752 
1999 7931149 52.5221 
2000 10221582 . 28.87896 
2001 12775073 24.98137 
Source: Tounsm Malaysia, 2002 

Figure2.4.1: Table of Tourist Arrival in Malaysia 
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CHAPTER3 

PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

Prototyping Methodology: 

In this chapter, the author going to discuss on what are the procedure and processes 

involved during the development of Flash Helper System. Below, the author will be 

discussing on how the project progress in various phases that each of it have its own 

roles in shaping the project itself. Before that, the author has chosen to use the 

Prototyping Methodology as the model for this projects development. By applying this 

methodology, the author believes that this project will be progressing continuously and 

there will be no long delays until it can be completed right on the scheduled time. 

-----------------------------------

Product 

' ' 

l~~·""'"~~e~-~-~~~~~~~ "'l 
.------· 
' ' ' ' ' 

' ----------------------------~ 

Figure 3.1: The Prototyping Methodology 
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3.1 Analysis 

In this stage, the problem is defined and important criteria are generated for use in the 

design stage. Research and analysis will be done to find the needs, desires and 

capabilities of the end users, the customers or tourists. This was done through research 

from the internet itself, reference from previous FYP projects, research from surveys on 

websites and tourism. 

Research and comparison are made with various tourism website in the internet. Some 

of the websites are user friendly and some otherwise. Not many website have a flash 

player or interface that can really interact with the user. A system that uses flash and can 

interact with user, receive feedback from user and even plan their holiday is something 

new that many tourism website lack of. 

With the system implemented on the website, flash are highly used as a medium to get 

the users feedback to the system. The following is the flow of information through 

Flash: 

• Flash receives user input through a custom Flash user interface. 

.. ActionScript formats the user input into data. 

• The formatted data is sent to a Web server. 

The following is the flow of information through the Web server: 

• The Web server receives the data and passes it to an application server (for example, 
JSP, Perl, ColdFusion, ASP, PHP). 

• The application server splits up and processes the data. 

,. The application server submits its results to the Web server. 

.. The Web server sends its results to the Flash movie in the browser. 
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The following is the flow of information back in Flash: 

,. Flash receives the formatted data. 

• ActionScript reads the data and changes the movie based on the results. 

FLASH 
+ 

BROWSER 1. Submits: formatted 
request 

APP 
SERVER 

f 2 uia browser ( i 
4. Processes response~"-._ /2. Processes request & 

uia Aot1onScnpt "-, returns formatted data 
modifying Flash display "-. to web Hruer 

WEB 
SERVER 

3. Transmits formatted 
dat~J to client browser 

3.1. I Gathering Userlnput 

In applications with HTML interfaces, you use pre-built text fields and other form 

elements to create forms. Form input is sent to the server page by page by pressing a 

submit button. Flash provides pre-built text fields for you to use to create forms; other 

elements, such as check boxes and radio buttons, must be built, taken from a common 

library, or downloaded from the Flash Exchange. Although this can make building 

standard forms more time consuming, it gives you greater flexibility over layout design 

and content flow. It also allows users to reuse common elements without re

downloading them. In Flash you use ActionScript to develop form logic and process the 

data that will be submitted to the server. 
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3.2 Design 

In the design phase, first task needs to be completed is the system architectural design. 

This includes developing the infrastructural design such as the system, hardware, 

software specifications and the system architecture of the whole processes involve in the 

system. The next thing that the author needs to work on during design phase is on the 

system flow. System architecture is on how the system is going to function inside, 

components that need to be included in the system and what methods will the system 

work with. The interface design mainly will researched on how the user navigate and 

use the system, how will it react with animations from users action and what are the 

procedure and processes that the user would need to comply with. Sample of interface 

design and system architecture will be discussed in chapter 4. 

3.3 Implementation and Test 

The proposal from the design stage was implemented into a low fidelity prototype, a 

non-functional but representative model. The system will be made and implemented on 

a single computer as a prototype. Here, a simple website related to tourism is made and 

the flash helper system will be implemented into it. In this phase, testing will be 

conducted to test the reliability of the system prototype. The testing will be focuses on 

the coding error detection, animation scripts, layers offrames in flash, and implementing 

functions into the flash system with actionscript coding. When the system has been 

evaluated thoroughly and free from error, it will then be tested by selected users to 

experience the system itself. This testing is vital to ensure that user satisfaction can be 

achieved and any bug or error later can be fixed so that further improvement can be 

made. 
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3.4 Development Tools 

Hardware: 

• Personal Computer 

• Processor : Pentium III or higher 

• Memory : 285 MB of RAM or higher 

• Speaker 

Software: 

• Microsoft Windows XP 

• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 

• Macromedia Flash MX 2004 

• Macromedia Flash Player 

• Adobe Photoshop CS2 

• MySQL 

• PHP 

Macromedia Flash MX 2004 has been the major tools in developing the system. 

Macromedia Flash is a suitable program that can be used in developing the system 

within a website. A Flash application is a Web application that uses Flash to collect user 

information, send that information to a server to process, and display the results. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 System Architecture 

" Decision Making Pop Out 

Analyze users preferences based on 
options Holiday 

Plan List 

~ 
Users Input 

r'-- _./ 

I 
Promotions I Search, 

• Selected options Stores 

• Searching Information 

I 
Festivals 

I methods 

"-

i 
Question Module 

Attraction Activities Accommodations 

Flash Helper System Architecture 
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Based on system architecture, the system will consist of 3 main functions. First task is 

getting the users feedback. This function will get the users input from set of menus with 

available options. From these choices, the system will search for user's preferences and 

gave come out with results. Meanwhile, the system will analyze user's action and pop 

up a new menu containing list of promotions or festivals available from the websites. 

Throughout the entire process, the flash system will do different animations based on 

users input. Lastly, the system will produce quotation or list of user's previous choice so 

that it cans advice or help them plan their holiday carefully. 

Websites 

Store 
Database 

Search 
Accommodations 

Search 
Attractions 

Search 
Activities 

0 0 k----1--------=========-----_j 

Agents I 

Planner System 

Get input 

View 
Result 

Give 
Quotation 

Planner ~--~~----------------------------------------~ 

Use-Case Diagram 
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4.2 Flow Chart 
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4.3 Project I Outcome 

Figure 4.3.1 Sample ActionScripts and Frames of animations. 

Figure 4.2.1 shows early systems development and show layers of frames and 

actionscri pt to do simple animation from the character. 
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8 • Symbol Definition(s) ~J 
$···~ smiley hehe 

~-·@ hoh•)2 

tiJ. ... ~ hehe2 

tiJ. ··~ control:menu ! . •.·.!.[ 
~ ... ~ control:;crollbar2 ... 

tiJ ... ~ control:scrollb.;,rcor·: .. 
1 

~ ... liiJ controhfind_slyle , j 
' tb .. ·IJ menu:view:weblink; 

!- .. ~ button:scroll up ' 

~ ..... ~ button::.croll down 

$ .. ·~ corh•)l:::;e.lrch wine' 

$ .. ·~ allbuttons 

. ! · l!f .;ctiom : 

' I!J 
....... ) ....... -:: .. :: .. ~ ... .;ctiom : 

1 .... [!1 actions: 

·[!I .;,diom 1 FrarnE 

L ... !g] button 

n = Number(n)+l; 

// -------·~·-·---·-

,// 11.r::dt for enough char:.:tct::r:s 

// - ---·-·· .. ··· 

if (Number(length(findit))>=Number(/:minimum_search)) 

text "' eval {"/:text" add n); 

if (not (/:case_sensitive)) { 

/1 conver:: our ;c,:.-::~u:-·::11 Llst t.o L.c. 

// 

input = text; 

call {"convert_ to lowerc::a::~e"); 

text = output; 

if (Number(length(findit))<=Number(length(text))) 

m = 0; 

while (Number (m) <=Number ( (length(text)-length(findit)))) 

m = Nwllber (m) +1; 

if (sUbstring(text, m, length(findit)) eq findit) { 

p = Nl.Ullber (p) +1; 

Figure 4.3.2: ActionScripts coding 

Figure 4.3.3 is showing an ActionScript codes that will show the number of links in the 

menu platform in the system. The system then will calculated on how many links that 

can be shown and sort it out. 
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4.4 Interface Design 

·-

Active search 

--

Monuol seonh 

Figure 4.4.1: Main Interface of the Flash Helper System 

In early development of the system, the above figure is the interface design for the 

system. Consist of Menu platform, action button, and the animated character that 

represent a smiley faces. It also has 2 methods of searching links, active and manual 

search. 
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attractions 

activities 

festivals & events 

--

Figure 4.4.2: Websites with Flash Helper System 

Figure 4.4.2 shows the final product for Flash Helper System where it was implemented 

on tourism websites. The system will act as a helper for users to search for keywords 

from the list and will direct users to the webpage when users click on the results of the 

search. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

For the conclusion, this project requires more careful approach starting from designing 

the interface until the program design phase. Issues, predicament and problems that arise 

need to be overcome as soon as possible so that this project can progress continuously. 

By giving more attention to the aspect of interaction between user and the system, the 

author can make some improvement towards it so that the system can have better 

interactivity and better animation in the future. With more research and time given, more 

ideas and features can be included in Flash Helper System for future advancement and 

development of the system. 

In developing this system, Flash software proves that it can be a good tool in developing 

flash systems, movies clips, animations and advertisement. ActionScript is a foundation 

and super tool to create interactive movies, animation for Flash. In today's world of e

tourism, animated or virtual character is a secret way on giving users the new 

experiences they need and improve the productivity thus usability of the websites. 
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5.2 Recommendation 

For future development, an AI features or artificial intelligent features can be 

implemented in the system. With it, the system can give suggestion to users based on 

their input on how to spend holidays in Malaysia. It can also suggest them interesting 

place or spots that can attract tourist. With research and studies from the literature 

review, an artificial intelligent can be made possible with the system, all it requires is 

more time and dedication in finding and analysis on it. 

This project has meet majors of its objectives and in the same time, if giving more time 

surpasses the objectives itself. With more research and development time, more 

animations and interactive ness can be added to the Flash system thus making it a Flash 

system that can really attract users and give what they need, a new experiences that no 

Flash systems and clips can give. 
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Table 1· Tourist arrivals in Malaysia 1981-2001 . 
!Year. ; ·· ;JTouris1?vArt\vals ' ii,£ G f'OWtn ~.. ' 
1981 2533104 
1982 2774698 9.537469 
1983 2926550 5.47274 
1984 ~947314 0.709504 

1985 3109106 5.489473 
1986 3217462 3.485118 
1987 3358983 4.398529 
1988 3623636 7.878962 
1989 4846320 33.74191 
1990 7445908 53.64045 
1991 5847213 -21.4708 
1992 6016209 2.890197 
1993 6503860 8.105619 
1994 7197229 10.66088 
1995 7468749 3.772563 
1996 7138452 -4.42239 
1997 6210821 -12.9948 
1998 5200000 -16.2752 
1999 7931149 52.5221 
2000 10221582 28.87896 
2001 12775073 24.98137 
Source: Tourism Malaysia1 2002 

Table of Tourist Arrivals in Malaysia 



Sot Package 
2 nights 

Above are table of the result using algoritlun of a personalization learner by user 

behavior with the equation of Figure 2.3.3.7 Learning Algoritlun as the formula 



Figure l. The distribution of sampled websites 
with interactive maps, non-interactive maps or no 
u1aps. 

Figure 3. Percentages ofwebsites offering 
sitemap and search. 

Figure 1 and 3 shows research of websites that offers a search and sitemap functions and 

have an percents of interactive and non-interactive maps. 



begin 
L ge:~ offe1~ReqMsg 
2 .. seareh the se:ll.tng db for obj' ec tType = pur·chaseObj 
3 .. if not .exists; thm mt, 

elseformeh. abj ectType. obj ToBe.Sold fmmd do 
i.faU offe1~Req[Msg. constraints are satisfied 
3J .. crea.te a. ne:\ll.' afferPropMsg 
1.2. of ferPropMsg, sende:r f.- agen t.ID; 

offerP.roplolsg .J:.·eceiver ..--. offerReqt-lsg. sender; 

of.ferPropMsg.msgiD .:-offerPropMsg.rnsgiD + 1; 
of ferPropNsg. purchase ID .:-- o fferReql•lsg. purchase ID; 
of ferP.ropt-lsg, pur chaseObj ..-- obj ectType . obj ToBeSol d 

3.3. search lin obj ectType .objToBeSold fur criteria !l:lld 
asoociafted fe!ltnres appear in o fferRe qt-lsg. description; 

Jm· each match. (criterion & ~iated feature) found do 
add iin off erPropMsg. description a new item. f. cr, f, 

fv, i m.p) where, cr and f couespood to the match foo:ud, 
while fv and imp the '!i'llllues ·O.f featureValue and i~rq?act, 
respectively, of obj TaBeS old 

emifor 
1.4.JV!' each addit:iooal pa:ir of criterion and feat.ure (that.not 

exists in offerReqMsg .description) 

ifthe respective impact is pro (positive) 
llldrl in of ferP.ropMsg. description a :ll.e'lli" item. ( cr, f, 

fv, imp) ll'Y:llere, cr :11nd f correspond to '!he !!iclditiomtl 
rn!!ikh., 'lli.ihile fv and imp the couespondmg va1n.es of 
feature Value and impact, respedi'l.rel!y, of obj ToBeSold 

end[f 
em.:ifar 



1.5.So?Jlt·ch in. obj ectType .obj£old :fur 
off erRecffiisg . preferences; 

for each fmmol do 
iftlrere exist arguments refming to it 

add in. offerP:rop[•!sg .p:refe:rences a uew item. (crl, 

impRe 1, cr.2 , 1 istOfl!rg) 1.1inere, crl , i mpRel :md cr2 

cocrrespmul to the m!'ttc.h found, w'hile listOfllrg are link.~ 

1-eferring to this prreferelte,e of obj ToB ebl old; 
add iin of ferPropi•1sg. argum.en ts a new item 
(a:rgiD, pref, just., imp) v;!Jrerre, a:rgiD, pref, just 

and imp the c~dingvalueii of objToEie!lold 

muitf 
mdfor 

3.6. for ead1addi:li.OI!ll.!ll preference of obj ToEieSold (that not oords 

off e:rReqMsg. preferences) do 
iftha:e exist argum.ents reremng tee this preference 

add in o.fferPropMsg .preferences a uew item (crl, 

impRe 1, cr.2 , li stOfArg) where,. crl , impRe 1 , cr2 

;!lllld lis.tOfArg the co1-respondingvalues of obj ToBe!lold; 

add i.n offerP.ropMsg.a:rguments a new item 
(argiD, pref, just, imp) "Wlrere, a:rgiD, pref, just. 

md imp the con:espanding wlue,;; of obj ToEie Sold 

end if 
.endforr 

e1:rdtf 
rmdfor 
end 

Intelligent Agents Algorithm in offerReqMsg coding in Figure 2.3.3.5 
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Layers of flash sequence and coding 

buUon 

II ----------------------------------------------
I I r~ait for enough characters 

II -----------------------------------------------
1£ (Number(length(findit))>=Number(/:minimum_search)) 

text= eval("/:text" add n); 

if (not (/:case_sensitive)) { 

II ----------------------------------------------
I/ convert our search 1 ist to 1. c. 

II ----------------------------------------------
input = text; 

call ( 11convert_to_lowercase"); 
text = output; 

if (Number(length(findit))<=Number(length(text))) 
rn = 0; 

while (Number(rn)<=Number((length(text)-length(findit)))) 

m = Number (rn) +1; 

if (sUbstring(text, rn, length(findit)) eq findit) ( 
p = Number (p) +1; 

ActionScript coding that will shows list of links in the menu box 


